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Thanks for your feedback on last month’s newsletter. Umpteen emails and a number of 

phone calls showed that our newsletter is well read.  

 

The spring weather is typically tiresome and making for the usual challenges we have at this 

time of the year but at least we are getting some windows. In this newsletter you can read 

about: 

• From the Chair 

• Fatigue Management – Aussie Rules 

• Bees – why care? 

• 2015 Conference 

• TiSR 

• Toolbox 

• Condolence 

• Last Word 

 

From the Chair 

As I pen this short message, it is with heavy heart that we have to accept that once again, 

we have lost one of our own from another wire strike. It is particularly galling because on 

the Saturday night before the accident, Pete Robb was having dinner with Davin Mudford, 

one of our HA committee members, and a major discussion centred around wires and their 

effect on all us pilots. Sadly, Pete was the next pilot to cop one and not get away with it. We 

have had 14 wire strikes in the last couple of years, and maybe it is time for us pilots to take 

a stand. How would it be if, upon looking at a job, you decided the risk of inadvertently 

running into a wire that was strung across a gully was too great, and that you would 

“blacklist” that farm until the wire was taken down? Of course the farmer could just get 

angry and get another operator, but what if that operator was also a member of AAA, or 

was equally concerned to the point that he agreed with you, and also turned the job 

down.......?  Is it time for culpable homicide to be brought in for cases like this?? 

Someone recently suggested to me that if the other operator decided he would take the risk 

and go ahead and fly, then what about initiating a report and filing it with Worksafe or the 

CAA HSE unit. This would place on record that you, as a responsible member of the Ag 

Industry consider the risk of flying in that environment on that farm is too great.  



There is nothing stopping the other operator from doing his own risk assessment and 

continuing on with the job, but if he momentarily loses concentration, is it worth it??? I am 

heartened by the response of the fixed wing community, who I am told, by and large stick to 

the banned strip protocol, until it is bought up to speed. Could we not do something like this 

for wires, before we lose another pilot???  Think about it guys and let’s have some 

feedback.  

Keep it safe out there, there’s another day tomorrow... 

Becky 

Fatigue Management – Aussie Rules 

 

Those of you who have copied the Fatigue Risk Management Programme from our website 

will know that rather than define one prescriptive flight and duty time limitation, it requires 

operators to agree with staff on what these should be for each individual – as fatigue 

tolerance varies from individual to individual and even within just one individual from time 

to time. It might be helpful to have a look at what the Australians prescribe in their CAR Part 

137. Their limits are: 

Duty time allowed is   14 hours per day 

    44 hours in 3 consecutive days 

    98 hours in 7 consecutive days 

Pilots must have an 8 or 10 hour rest period between duties depending how long the 

previous duty period was. 

In any 14 consecutive days the pilot must have a continuous period of at least 36 hours 

during which he or she carries out no duties for an operator. 

 

Flight Time limit is  170 hours in 28 consecutive days 

    1200 hours in 365 consecutive days 

 

All of the above is permitted provided the pilots assess themselves as being fit for work. 

 

Bees – why care? 

 

We received the following message recently.  

“Just a heads up, we have had a couple of jobs recently that we have had to turn down 

because of the crop flowering and beehives in the area next to the paddocks. On both 

occasions the bees had just been moved into the paddock 2 or 3 days earlier. The farmers 

when told by us that we couldn’t spray until the bees were moved away got a bit testy to 

say the least. On the other hand the beekeepers were rapt that their bees weren’t going to 

be blown out. One even said he would come at any time of the day and shift them for us, no 

problem. My point is that I think that farmers need a reminder through the media or 



whatever of the importance of bee safety, so to speak, when they need crops sprayed. It 

shouldn’t have to be the aerial applicators being the bad guys all the time telling farmers 

that their crops can’t be sprayed because of the risk of killing bees.” 

 

The pilot who wrote this makes a very good point. In response, NZAAA has asked a national 

rural paper to run a story on bee awareness so that farmers know the rules. But we’d also 

like to remind all of our operators of their obligations when they are asked to spray 

flowering crops. (See NZS8409:2004 Appendix F5.2) 

 

What disappointed me about this story was that one farmer approached another operator 

who was prepared to spray the crop and I think that brings both that farmer and that pilot 

into disrepute. If the bees disappear, so do we. 

 

2015 Conference 

 

Planning for the 2015 Combined ANZAC Queenstown Conference is well under way with a 

draft programme sorted and a range of excellent speakers on offer. This promises to be a 

very popular event. Note the details: 

Monday June 29th    Training Day and Welcome Social in the evening 

Tuesday June 30th and Wed July 1st NZAAA/AAAA Combined ANZAC Conference 

Thursday July 2nd and 3rd  Aviation NZ Conference (includes NZHA) 

The conference rooms are at the same hotel as the accommodation which is VERY 

reasonably priced.  

 

Condolence 

 

We offer our heartfelt sympathy to Teresa Robb and family following the unfortunate 

accident that Peter suffered. Peter was a long time member of NZAAA and ran a successful 

business out of Wanganui. What is particularly distressing is that we’re told Peter died as a 

consequence of a wire strike when he ran into, not the powerline we were originally 

advised, but an electric fence feeder wire. For the last three years NZAAA has been 

campaigning to get landowners to address this risk and Chairman Alan Beck in particular, 

has promoted his “Down to the Wire” programme widely. It is really disappointing to lose an 

experienced pilot this way. CAA’s HSE Unit is investigating. 

 

TiSR 

 

We have fielded a number of calls wondering how this project is progressing. You may recall 

we asked for donations to fund the initial part of the project – that being to scope the 

project and get CAA and MoT commitment to gazette the legislation that will require TiSR’s. 

(See September NZAAA Newsletter for full explanation). 



 

We sought donations to get $20K to kick start the project and we have received $10,250. 

For all the angst there’s been about the lack of a TiSR we thought there would have been 

more interest than this. So if you have been waiting to see how the funding panned out 

before committing, now is the time to act. We ask that donations are made in multiples of 

$500 PLUS GST and that they are direct credited to a special account at Aviation NZ. The 

Acct Number is 03 0502 0013493 001. If you require a tax invoice prior to making your 

donation just request one. Otherwise you will be sent one on receipt of your donation. 

 

Beat the cheats. This is your last chance to level the playing field and in the view of NZAAA 

Executive, the development of a TiSR will re-define the Aerial Ag Industry by stamping out 

the dishonest competition and that will improve the safety of everyone.  

 

Toolbox 

 

• Noise abatement certificate renewal is available on-line for just $50 + GST. Go to 

http://www.aia.org.nz/Aircare.html 

 

• A large number of you will have received an unusual email, supposedly from me. It 

wasn’t from me but was sent by some lowlife who hacked into my email account. To 

open the document you had to provide your Google Login detail and that was all it 

took for this character to help himself to your addresses. 

The lesson I learned and I want to share with you is don’t provide your login details to 

anyone. 

 

Last Word 

 

As we head into the pre-Christmas period I want to remind you all of the extra risk that this 

time of the year brings. In my view the extra risk comes from extra pressure to get 

commitments out of the way by a certain timeline - Christmas. Maybe it is us wanting to go 

off on holiday or maybe it’s something else. But the point is that WE set those timelines and 

WE are the ones who have to manage the extra risk that imposes. Historically, December is 

a bad month for Ag Accidents. Let’s get through this one without ruining Christmas for our 

loved ones. (This comment was written prior to the Southland Fletcher accident on Friday 

afternoon. That one could have been a whole lot worse. NZAAA wishes the pilot a full and 

speedy recovery). 

 

Send any feedback to sinclairjg@gmail.com and remember  

 

  

If you want a TiSR this 

is your last chance 


